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ABSTRACT 
Earth radiation budget data from the Nimbus-7 satellite were 
analyzed for the period November, 1978 through October, 1979. Results 
from the narrow field of view (NFOV) scanning radiometers are emphasized 
but data from the wide field of view (WFOV), non-scanning radiometers 
will also be presented. The annual cycles of albedo emitted flux and 
NET radiation are presented showing distinct differences in the albedo 
cycles from the WFOV and NFOV instruments. 
Plots of the zonal averaged radiation budget are included as well 
as these of zonal averaged annual range. The range plots show large 
hemispheric differences in annual variability of radiation budget 
parameters. 
The NFOV scanner measured higher albedo and lower emitted flux in 
areas of extensive cloudiness while in clear subtropical areas lower 
albedo and higher emitted flux was sensed. This produced higher 
gradients between the tropics and subtropics (5% albedo, 20 W/m2 emitted 
flux) then seen in the WFOV data. Regional areas of abnormal 
variability in the radiation budget are defined and from studying the 
yearly cycle of these regions, the causes for the variability are 
inferred. 
Whereas previous WFOV data in the historical record required nearly 
one week for earth data coverage, the Nimbus NFOV scanners data 
population is much improved resulting in many cases in total earth 
coverage accomplished each day. This made possible the study of daily 
ii 
changes in the ERR on a global scale. Daily radiation budget components 
are examined in extreme blocking situations over the northern hemisphere 
and are found to show radiation anomalies reaching from high latitudes 
well into the tropics. A study of the radiation anomalies created by a 
synoptic cyclone and the 1979 September hurricanes Frederic and David 
are also presented. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Calculations of the Earth Radiation Budget (EBB). the incoming and 
outgoing radiant energy were often made (London. 1957) before an 
accurate method of measurement was derived. These were theoretical 
calculations based on a number of techniq.es including measurements of 
earth albedo from earthshine on the moon. It was not uatil the advent 
of artificial satellites in the late 1950s that a platfo~ was provided 
for instruments that could measure the EBB on a global scale. For the 
first time it became possible to accurately derive the radiation balance 
of the earth-atmosphere system. 
N - (1 - m) Q - I 
Where N is the net radiation. m the albedo. Q the incident solar 
radiation. and I the emitted infrared flux. The incident radiant energy 
originates at our sua and provides approximately 1370 W/m2 at the top of 
the atmosphere. The study of this energy's effect on the earth-
atmosphere system covers many fields including studies of the EBB and 
atmospheric energetics. We know the atmosphere works as a great 'heat 
engine' with the diffe~ential heating of the equatorial and polar 
regions providing potential energy for the system. This energy drives 
the atmospheric and oceanic circulations by the conversion of potential 
to kinetic energy. Thus to uaderstand the operation of the atmosphere 
and oceans we must explain the distribution of the incident radiant 
energy. 
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On the average 3~ of the .incident radiation is reflected back into 
space. Of the total measured top of the atmosphere reflected shortwave 
radiation 33~ is from the earth's surface and clear sky reflectance. 
The remaining 66~ comes from reflectance by clouds (Wallace and Hobbs. 
1977). With Dearly S~ global cloud cover it is easy to understand why 
the location of this high reflectivity surface accounts for the greatest 
variability in the EBB outside of the differential heating effect. To 
understand the EBB on regional scales it becomes imperative to know the 
earth's cloud climatology and what localized radiative effects the· 
clouds produce. Later in this paper areas of hish annual variability 
for each of the EBB parameters are defined and the annual cycles of 
these areas examined. This is an effort to discover areas with abno~al 
radiation budget caused by strong cloudlno cloud influences. 
The Deed for accurate EBB information comes from many disciplines 
and has been the driving force behind the successful radiation 
monitoring program over the last 20 years. To understand the reasons 
for climate change on the regional and global scales. answers to many 
problems are needed. How great is the variab.i1ity in .the sun's output? 
How does cloudiness of a region effect the radiation budget globally? 
Does the atmospheric circulation change globally. and what are the 
causes of this change? Where does the major atmospheric energy 
transport occur? What role does the ocean energy transport play? What 
is the annual variability in the Elm? How does ocean energy storage 
effect the annual variability? Accurate radiation budget data is 
required to answer these and many of other questions. 
With the advent of the computer •. num~rical simulation of the 
earth-atmosphere system has become possible. From the crude 
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measurements of zonal energy balance models of Budyko. Sellers. North. 
and others came the need for accurate measurements of zonal temperature 
gradients and fluxes. The first EBB instruments were low resolution 
sensors that attempted to provide total earth coverage with a minimum of 
detail. exactly what was needed to validate the simple models. With the 
advent of more sophisticated general circulation models (GCHs), there 
became a need for data on regional scales and with higher temporal 
resolution. Seasonal data. even monthly data became important due to 
the GeMs requirements for accurate initialization and confir.mation data 
at different times in the model year. Due to the many hundreds of 
degrees of freedo. in the models, the most difficult work with GCMs is 
understanding the cause and effect relationships of any input 
parameters. This problem can be lessened if checks are made during the 
model run with real data. thus the need for a higher temporal scale 
data. 
The emperical calculations of the EBB were accomplished with rather 
simple radiative transfer models. Since 1970. with the results from the 
Nimbus satellite series, it became possible to measure the EBB mach 
better than could be calculated. The first attempt to measure the EBB 
from satellites occured in 1959 with the famous Suomi ping-pong 
radiometers (Vonder Uaar and Suomi. 1971) onboard Explorer 7. This 
instrument as well as the later flat-plate radiometers provided only 
crude spatial resolution but were the forerunners of the more advanced 
hemispherical radiometers (Experimental. ESSA3. ESSA7. Nimbus 2). 
Vonder Uaar's (1968) results from these wide-field-of-view (WFOV) 
instruments showed the earth to have a lower albedo and a warmer, 
radiative temperature then from concurrent theoretical calculations. 
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Nimbus 2 (1966) and Nimbus 3(1969) flew instruments that were quite 
different from the plate detectors. These were scanning radiometers 
with a narrow-fie1d-of-view (NFOV) spacial resolutions of 200 x 200 km. 
The data processing for these sensors used "complicated bidirectional 
reflectance models to calculate the top of the atmopshere a1bedo_ and 
limb darkening models to calculate the emitted radiances (Raschke. 
Bandeen. 1970). These results showed the earth albedo to be 29-31~_ and 
the effective ... ittinl temperature of 2550 K. Unfortunately the 
scanners data tape recorders failed after only a few months thus 
stoPpinl data transmission. By 1970 we had almost five years of 
radiation measurements from satellites. Results from these years 
presented by Vonder Uaar and Suomi (1971) included global maps for each 
radiation budlet component. Using these and other data. Vonder Uaar 
(1972) reported on the natural variability in the ERB over different 
temporal scales. thus living the climate modelers an idea of the annual 
variability inherent in the earth-atmosphere system. Nimbus 3 results 
from well c~librated broadband and narrow spectral band instruments were 
presented by Raschke et a1. (1973). Zonal averaged radiation budlet 
data for 29 months from 1964-1971 was presented by Ellis and Vonder Uaar 
(1976) showing the-changes in ERB for each month of the year. 
The early 1970s were a time of improved instrument design 
culminating in the launch of Nimbus 6 in 1975. This ERB package 
included both scanninl a~d non-scanning radiometers. Campbell and 
Vonder Baar (1980) presented results from two years of data from only 
the non-scanner because unfortunately_ the scanning instrument failed 
after one month with very little data taken. Stephens. et ale (1981) 
reported on a composite of 48 months of ERB data which included Nimbus 
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6. They reported an emitted infrared flux of 234 W/m2 and a planetary 
albedo of 3~. Nimbus 7 was launched in 1978 and carried an almost 
identical EBB instrument package as Nimbus 6. The major difference was 
a cavity radiometer included to measure the total solar flux (Vonder 
Baar~ et al.~ 1981). 
Since Suomi's earliest results the spatial and temporal resolution 
of EBB sensors has steadily incr~ased. Each new instrument package has 
been designed to sense more detail and with better accuracy the 
components of the EBB. With data from the Nimbus 7 scanner we can study 
broadband measurements from a well calibrated instrument on the regional 
scale (4.00 resolution)~ and at daily time scales. The processing and 
use of this data is the next log"ical step in Earth Radiation Budget 
science. 
Large differences in the EBB measurements from the NFOV and WFOV 
instruments are evident. These differences come from two sources: 
first. the improved resolution of the scanning radiometer causes higher 
localized values and larger gradients. second. there are differences in 
the data processing that could account for any absolute variation. It 
is nearly impossible to separate these two error sources which have an 
especially great effect on the albedo data. The scanning radiometer 
shortwave radiance measurements must be used along with a complicated 
directional reflectance model to calculate the total reflected energy 
flux. Introducing this processing to the NFOV data causes many 
potential errors in the final absolute albedo value. and due to this~ 
less confidence should be placed on the reported NFOV albedo data 
values. However due to the scanne~'s higher spacial resolution which 
produces more "detail and larger radiation gradients. the relative values 
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of the NFOV data are assumed to be closer to the actual observed field. 
Jacobowitz. et a1 •• (1983) discusses the calibration procedures and 
errors sources for all the Nimbus 7 EBB channels. 
Results from the first year data measurements (11/78 - 10179) 
including that from both the scanning and non-scanning instruments will 
be presented. As is consistent with the title of this paper. results 
from many time and spacial scales are included. but due to the 
uniqueness of the scanning instrument data. emphasis will be placed on 
the regional and local space scales. Table 1 is a guide to different 
scale results presented. and their location within this paper. 
Table 1 
Location of Different Scale 
Results 
Global I 3.1.1 3.1.2 
I 
Zonal I 3.2.1 3.2.2 3.2.3 
Regional 
I 
3.3.1 3.3.2 I Local 
Annual Monthly Daily 
Included in this paper are the annual radiation budget eBB) maps of 
albedo. emitted flu% and NET radiation. These define the BB for the 
year November 1978 - October 1979. and continues the EBB data set from 
previous satellites. Regions of abnor.mal annual BB variability are 
presented and from the study of the annual cycles of these areas. the 
causes for the variability are discussed. The annual cycles of the BB 
parameters are presented for both the WFOV and NFOV instruments. 
Distinct differences in the alb,edo cycles point to data processing 
differences and errors. 
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The zonal averaged (ZA) annual RB from both sensors is presented as 
well.as ZA plots of maps of annual range. Also a ZA case study of the 
RB in a blocking flow versus zonal flow situation is given and shows 
decreased mid-latitude gradients of IR flux and albedo. 
Finally# as a look into what uses might be accomplished with the 
daily data# the RB parameters are presented over a synoptic cyclone. in 
an extreme blocking situation. and over two hurricanes. 
With a look toward the future. 1984 will see the launch of the 
Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) consisting of three satellite. 
to be flown simnltaneously. This will allow for higher resolution data 
(20 scanner) and diurnal studies. It is with a look toward this 
experiment that many of the 'preliminary results and techniques presented 
here will b. aimed. 
2 .0 BACKGROUND. DATA PROCESSING 
2.1 Nimbus-7 ERR Instrument 
the Ntmbus-7 (N7) satellite was launched from Vandenberg Air Force Base 
on October 24. 1978. It was posi tioned into a sun-synchronous. 
earth-oriented orbit at an altitude of 950 tm. the orbital time is 104 
minutes with equatorial crossinss at local noon (ascending) and local 
midnisht (descending). N7 carried a varie~ of scientific instruments. their 
orientation shown in the satellite schematic Figure 1. these inolude 
several instruments used in statosphere and mesosphere studies: the 
Stratosphere and Mesosphere Sounder (SAMS). and Total Ozone Mapping 
System (TOMS). the LIMB Infrared Monitor of the Stratosphere (LIlIS), and 
the Stratosphere Aerosol Measurement II (SAM II). the Scanning Multichannel 
Microwave Radiometer e%periment (SJOR) was designed to measure sea surface 
roushness in the hope of improving ship route forecasting. the Coastal 
Zone Color Soanner (CZCS) is used to measure ocean sediments, biological 
productive areas (plankton), and most recently to detect concentration 
of marine aerosols [Durkee. Hindman, Vonder Haar, (1983)]. Results 
from the Earth Radiation Budget (ERB) instrument package are presented in 
this paper. 
the ERB instrument consists of 22 radiometer channels divided into 3 
major sections (Table 2). the first group contains 10 solar channels that 
are designed to sense different shortwave spectral bands. Inoluded is 
channel10C. a conical 'cavity radiometer designed to accurately measure the 
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Figure 1. The Nimbus 7 Observatory (From the "Nimbus 7 User's Guide). 
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one-half years of operation are presented in Figure 2. from Hickey. et 
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Figure 2. Nimbus 7 ERB Cavity Solar Irradiance Channel 10C. 
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The second major EBB section includes 4 channels (11-14) of fixed wide 
angle field of vhw radiometers. The·se are thermopile type earth-
oriented sensors designed to measure total earth fluxes of long and 
shortwave radiation. Channel 12 measures the total earth flux. and in 
conjunotion with ChanD.el 13 the lonpave flux is calculated. 
Lonpave - channel 12 - channel 13 [day] 
Lanpave ,. 3.8 - >50 fUll 
Shortwave" .2 - 3.8 fUll 
The third instrument sroup inoludes the scanning radiometers. Channels 
15-22. On the 'bottom' of the ED paokage is a cylindrical soaa head .• 
slabel mounted. oontaining four telesoopes. This arrangement allows for 
a change in the direction of the telescopes by rotation of the scan head 
in .250 steps and the glabel in .50 steps. Bach of the soanning 
telesoopes has a rectangular field of view •• 25 X 5.120 • Inside the 
soanner the telescope beams are- split into the shortwave (81) Channels 
·15-18 .. and the lonpave (LW) Channels 19-22. thus produoing coinoident 
earth data for both LW and Sf. When in operation. the scan head is 
stepped at varying degrees over each half second in an attempt to 
maintain constaat ground resolution of 150 km. Figure 3 gives the 
·patterns of the five different scan modes of which scan mode S. the 
normal mode of operation for maxiBmD earth coverage. is repeated every 
1400 km along with suD-satellite track. This mode also allows for a 
maxlaum number of angular measurements used to derive the characteristic 
angular distribution models from which the total flux from an area is· 
calculated (lacobowitz. 1978). 
2.2 Earth Radiation Budget Measurement Theory 
To measure the,Earth Radiation Budget (EBB) from the Nimbus-7 (N7) 
satellite. two distinctly different· approaches and measurement systems 
12 
I 
direction of motion 
I 
Figure 3. Scan modes of the Nimbus 7 scanning radiometer - scan mode S is the normal mode of operation. 
13 
are employed. There are the flat plate hemispheric sensors (WFOV)6 and 
the scanning (NFOV) sensors. Tho radiation measurement technique of 
each type is graphically displayed in Figures 4a and 4b. 
s 
Figure 4. Schematic representation of the measured quantities by a) 
flat plat WFOV radiometers B) scanning NPOV radiometers (from 
Stephens6 et a1. (1981). 
Shown in 4a6 the flat plate sensors measure the radiant upwelling flux 
in cone SAD at the satellite point S. The goal is to couvert this 
measureaent to the top of the a tao sphere flux at height H. The cone SCD 
is defined by the solid angle corresponding to the half power region of 
the sensor. This esp1ains why the masimum ground resolution of this 
type sensor is near 10-1So or greater then 1000 km. The conversion from 
satellite altitude flus to t~p of the atmosphere flux to the zero order 
is by (rsat/rearth)26 assuming a point radiation source at the earth's 
center. Although the WFOV sensors have poor ground resolution6 the 
advantage is they measure the majority of the total flus by using a 
simple and dependable design. 
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Shown in Figure 4b is the measurement method of the scanning 
radiometers (Channels 15-22)~ improved ground resolution being their 
major advantage (ISO km). The radiance at S'. the top of the 
at.osphere. is rather a simple conversion from the satellite 
measurement. but due to viewing in a very small finite solid angle. only 
a. small aaount of the total radiant exitance is measured. This accounts 
for the major hurdle with using scanning radiometer data. The 
calculation of the total emitted infrared flux (I) can be done with 
relative ease. Near blackbody emissivity can be assumed. and since 
blackbody radiatioa is isotropic, the directioa problems are eliminated. 
To deteEaiae the albedo of a target area, the aagular variatioa of the 
data becomes a mBch more severe problem. A correctioa must be added to 
the data that explaias variatioas of radiaace with changes ia solar 
zeaith. observatioa zeaith. aad relative zeaith aagles. This correctioa 
take. the fOEm of a bidirectional reflectaace model aad iacludes chaages 
ia surface coaditioas, cloud cover. and cloud type. o.e of the maia 
goals ia analyzing data from the N7 scanner is to gather measuremeats at 
maay differeat viewiag angles, over the same area. ia aa attempt to 
defi .. this model for future experiments. It is only oace this 
correction is added to scanner data, that the total reflectaat energy 
aad thus the albedo can be computed. Due to it's complexity the 
conversioa of satellite radiaace to top of the atmosphere flux was 
accomplished at NASA-Langley duriag the iaitial data processing. Many. 
changes have beea made to the process.iag schemes ~hich accounted for the 
delay ia producing the finalized fluxes. 
The albedo (a) is defined as the perceat of the incident solar 
radiatioa that is reflected back to space. The incident radiatioa (Qi) 
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must also be computed for changes in earth-sun distance and solar zenith 
angle. The solar constant is defined as: 
S ... _Q..;.::s~ ... 1370 WI";' 
4n(BS)2 
Where Qs is the radiant flux of the sun. BS the mean earth-sun distance. 
With correction the incident solar radiation. (the amount received per 
unit area) is defined as: 
where d is the instantaneous distance. earth-sun and Z the solar zenith 
angle. 
The albedo. emitted flux and incident solar irradiance were 
calculated fro. the .atellite radiance value. at NASA-Goddard Space 
Flight Center (GSFC). This accounted for the major part of the data 
processing that was perfo~ed on the data before it was received at 
Colorado State University. Also included in these calculations. was the 
computation of the radiation balance. or NET radiation. 
The NEr gives a measure of the excess or deficit energy in the system. 
For the average annual global temperature to remain constant. the annual 
average of the NET radiation must be zero; there must be as much energy 
emitted by the system as absorbed. The scanning radiometer data from N7 
for 1978-1979 indeed showed a NEr radiation of zero within instruaent 
accuracy. 
2.3 N7 Data Collection Data Types - NASA-Goddard (GSFC) 
Data collection from N7 over the last four years has been 
remarkably UD.ifo~. but due to power requirements of the satellite. the 
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ERB instrument package is operated on a three days on. one day off 
cycle. This has various effects on the instruments. but some warm-up 
period is always needed after power-up before accurate readings can be 
taken. Also the operation of the scanner has been shown to have 
localized heatins effects on the other ERB instruments. N7 ERB data is 
archived at GSFC so that each 24 hour period of data plus the satellite 
orbit parameters are recorded onto a single NASA Master Archive Tape 
(KAT). For each year there are approximately 275 MAT tapes produced. 
Data frOB the ERB instruments is still being collected at GSFC as the 
IFOV instruments are still functio~ins although the sensors have 
degraded due to exposure to solar radiation. A major advantase of the 
lonpave soannins radiometers were their ability to look at internal 
blaokbodies, therefore performins in flight sensor calibration. 
Unfortunately only 18 months of soanner data was produoed due to the 
soannins mechanism's failure. 
For each month of data collected on MAT tapes. one Mapped Data 
Matrix Tape (HAlaIX) is produced (also at GSFC). Data for this paper 
came from these tapes. which contain world grids of the ERB parameters. 
To produced the HAllUX tapes. ERB data was sorted into 2070 target areas 
as a function of geographical area. the latitude resolution of each 
area is always 4.50 • but to keep the target surface area approximately 
the same size. the longitude spacing increases with latitude (Table 3). 
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Table 3 
Scanning Radiometer Target Areas 
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-For .ach latitude band the longitude int.rvals start at the 0 d.gr •• 
m.ridian and progr.ss .ast by the- incr.m.nts list.d. 
For proc.ssing the EBB scanning chann.ls. th.s. ar.as are actually an 
av.ras. of nine coll.ction ar.as which r.pr.s.nt the 150'ka r •• olution 
of the •• n.or. For the WFOV in.trum.nt. which have an .ffectiv. ground 
r •• olution of n.ar 150 , the sorting r.pr.s.nts a false increas.d 
r •• olution. Data i. pr.s.nted on the MA7RII tapes in forms other than 
the 2070 point fi.lds. Included are both Mercator and Polar 
St.reographic proj.ction. for a limit.d numb.r of par ... t.rs. Data 
fields on the MATRIX tap.s includ. dir.ct m.a.ur.m.nts. computed 
av.ras ••.• and statistics for 37 par ... t.rs ov.r 3 diff.r.nt t.mporal 
periods. Th. par ... ters and the tim. p.riods for which they are 
available are shown in Table 4 (EBB MATRIX tap. docum.ntation, 1981). 
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Table 4 
EBB MATRIX Parameters 
(D=Daily, C=Cyclic. M=Monthly) 
Paramters Availability Description 
1 DJI Data Population of WFOV Observations - AN 
2 DJ( Da ta Population of WFOV Observations - D 
3 D1I Llf Flux from lfFOV Observations - AN 
4 DII LW Flux from WFOV Observations - DN 
5 DII COQuted lIaximum Refleoted Energy (.2-4u) for 















Computed lIaximDa Refleoted Energy (.2-4u) for 
lfFOV - DN 
Computed lIaximum Refleoted Energy (.7-3u) for 
lfliOV - AN 
Computed lIaximum Reflected Energy (.7-3u) for 
WFOV - DN 
Refleoted Energy (.2-4u) from WFOV Observations 
-AN 
Refleoted Energy (.2-4u) from WFOV Observations 
-Dn 
Refleoted Energy (.7-3u) from lfliOV Observations 
-AN 
Refleoted Energy (.7-3u) from lfFOV Observations 
- DN 
Earth Albedo (.2-4u) from WFOV Observations 
Earth Albedo (.2-.7u) from WFOV Observations 
Earth Albedo (.7-3u) from WFOV Observations 
Net Radiation from WFOV Observations 
Sf Data Population of NFOV Observations - AN 
Sf Data Population of NFOV Observations - DN 









































LW Flux fra. NPOV Observations - DN 
Average LW Terrestrial Flux fra. NFOV Observa-
tions (weighted average of AN and DN data) 
Barth Albedo fra. NFOV Observations 
Net Radiation fra. NFOV Observations 
LW Data Population of NFOV Observations - AN 
LW Data Population of NFOV Observations - DN 
Data Population of Averaged WFOV LW Fluz 
Data Population of Averaged NFOV LW Fluz 
Averaged LW Terrestrial Fluz fra. WFOV Obser-
vations 
No~alized Dispersion of LW Flux fra. WFOV 
Observations 
No~alized Dispersion of Barth Albedo (.2-4u) 
fra. WPOV Observations 
Standard Deviation of Net Radiation fra. WFOV 
Observations 
No~lized Dispersion of Averaged LW Terres-
trial Flux fra. NFOV Observations (Parameter 
21) 
No~lized Dispersion of Barth Albedo from NFOV 
Observations 
Standard Dispersion of Barth Albedo from NFOV 
Observations 
Mln~ Barth Albedo from NFOV Observations 
Average Solar Insolation 
Barth Albedo (.2-4u) from WFOV Observations 
without Solar Zenith Angle Correction 
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Most parameters have daily and monthly fields but the net radiation 
fields from both the WFOV and NFOV instruments have six day averages 
included. As was mentioned. a major advantase with using the scanning 
radiometer data is the increased data population (D.P.) that results. 
The daily D.P. fields are included and indeed show 1001S observations 
per day from the scanner compared to 0-4 per day for. the WFOV channels. 
The MAlRIX tapes are 9 track. 1600 bpi and are senerated at NASA-
Goddard on a IBM 360/91 computer. Twelve tapes of data. (the first year 
of observations) were received at Colorado State University (CSU) in 
August. 1912. Using the CDC Cyber 720 system at the University Computer 
Center. a first look at the data fields was accomplished. and routines 
orisinally produced by Garrett Campbell for use with Nimbus-6 data were 
extensively used. By the use of a contourins routine and a Versatec 
plotter, plots of any MAIRlX field could be output. Secondary and final 
data processing used the Department of Atmospheric Science computer 
facility. Included ~n this system is a DEC VAX 11/780 connected with a 
Comtal Vision One/20 imaging system. The majority of results to be 
presented comes from the work on this system. For output of a computed 
field. three mediums are used. First data can be sent along a network 
from the VAX 11/780 to the CDC machines for plotting on the Versatec 
plotter. Second. fields are displayed and enhanced on the Comtal 
System's color monitor. This was the easiest method due to the fast 
display procedures and the excellent color graphics that could be 
produced. Finally the fields. (once they were in Comtal image format) 
could be copied out to a high resolution Optronics Colorwrite system. 
which is capable of producins both color negative film and 
transparencies. Fortran routines were written to read and analyze any 
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MATRIX field. and many of these procedures will be outlined in the 
following section. 
2.4 Data Processing Techniques - Colorado State Univer.sity 
Each world grid data field on the MAlKIX tapes has 2070 points. 
each point assisned a specific 4.5 latitude by variable longitude area. 
To look at the actual data. as was done in the regional studies. every 
point found to have coordinates inside a choosen latitude-longitude is 
printed out. To perfo~ a subtraction. addition. or division of any two 
fields. it is only necessary to match up the indez of the 2070 point 
array and the geographical areas also match up. The operation between 
all points in the field is caap1eted and a resultant 2070 point field is 
produced. UsinS this method the difference is found between the 
asoending and decending infrared fluz fields. thus producins the diurnal 
variation. It was often desired to combine a number of days into a 
malti-day average. as for comparison with the Monthly Weather Review 
weekly averased synoptio maps. This entailed adding up the data fro. 
each area over the time period. and dividing by the total number of days 
for which data was available. This was necessary because many days have 
wide areas of missing data. For the major EBB paraaeters. data 
population fields are included on the MATRIX tapes. Averages calculated 
for these paraaeters were weighted by the daily data population from the 
tapes. 
Zonal averases were calculated by averagins all non-indefinite 
values within each 4.50 latitude band. producing 40 zones between 900 
and 900 S. Zonal averages for eaoh EBB paraaeter were produced for every 
month and constructed into time series over the months 11/78 - 10/79 • 
. For calculation of the Slobal averase there are the following steps: 
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1) calculate the zonal averages (Xj) where j equals all of the 40 
latitude zones. 
2) weight the zonal average by geographical surface area 
3) sum the weighted zonal averages into the global average 
40 
GA" .X" WjXj 
J-1 
For the albedo field a solar insolation weighting factor must be 
included in the surface area weighting factor: 
Sj =- SfIj 
Where I j is the solar radiation incident of zone j. The hemispheric 
averages are computed by averaging the first 20 zones for the northern 
hemisphere and the last 20 zones for the southern. To calculate the 
annual global averages. the monthly averages for each of the 12 months 
were caabined. To calculate tae yearly amplitude or range of a 
par_eter. the 12 monthly fields are read in. the maximum and miniDl1Ull at 
each point found. the difference calculated. and the resultant field 
output. At various point.s in the data processing checks are made of· the 
data to assure the values stay within an acceptable range. These 
include albedo 0 - 1001. IR flux 0 - 400 W/ml. and net radiation -250 to 
200 W/ml. This. filtering was found to affect only the data when it was 
obviously ou~ of reasonable bounds. 
Processing on the VAX 11/780 a~so included several smoothing 
routines that ~ere used on the output fields to fill in missing data. 
For individual missing data points. the surrounding four pOints were 
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averaged and the value filled in. For oceanic areas where the fio1ds 
showed zonal unifor.mity. interpolation between good points to each side 
of the missing point(s) was used. Generally when there were 1arg. 
sections of missing data. or there were missing points over continents 
with large gradients. no smoothing was used and missing data is evident 
in the output. 
After examining the yearly ERB regional scale cycles, it was 
decided to remove the first ha%mOnic fro. the data in an attempt to 
observe cycles other than that caused by the do.inate annual solar 
cyole. By oaloulating the Fourier oo.ponents Am. Sa of the 12 month 
data series the mth har.monio in the data oan be eliminated. Am and Bm 
are defined as: 
L . 
Am • !ff(x)Sin(~)d% 
o 
L 
Bm - flf(x)oos(~)dX 
o 
'Where L is the total cycle length, m the number of intervals in the 
cycle. and f(x) the function value at x (the data at month x). The mth 
har.monic is then calculated as: 
fm(x) - Am sin (~) + 8m cos (~) 
To remove the mth har.monio fro. the data a simple substraction is 
needed: 
To calculate Am and Bm, it was necessary to approximate the integrals 
over a finite set of data points. Because the cycle most represented a 




L 2 2 
ff(x)dx = t[fxo + 2 k (fx2 ·) + 4 k f(x2~_1) + fXL] 
·0 j=1 J j=1 
.. here: 
Am: f(x) - xSin(~) 
Bm: f (x) - xcos (.) 
The components Am. DB .. ere calculted for each parameter for each point 
in the field. After removing fm(x) from the data. new regional averages 
yere computed and modified yearly cycles yere produced. 
To examine aDd output any data field it yas necessary to arrange 
the data into some kind of map projection. The easiest projection and 
the one ohoosen is the 'oylindrical equidistant projeotion'. The 2070 
point fields are expanded to 40 x 80 field by interpolating along 
longitude data points. Examples of these .. ps are shOYD extensively 
throughout the next seotion. Major reasons for the choice of this 
projeotion are: first. plotting routines on the University Cyber 720 
computers .. ere ready to accept data in this fo~. seoond. a great 
percentage of the output was sent to the Coatal Vision One/20 display 
system. This system can display any size rectangular field easily if it 
has a constant record length. in this oase 80 data points in each 
latitude zone. The smoothing routines mentioned earlier .. ere 
constructed to aid the display procedures of this systom. Each field to 
be displayed on the Comtal. must be oonverted to integer values. eight 
bits per byte fo~t. thus after cODVersion the values ranged from 0-
255. The C~tal system displays on it's monitor. the data in 255 
different gray shades and a color enhancement table can be added to 
change any gray shade value to any color. This .. as used for 'quick 
looks' at the data and .. as most useful in studying ealarged and smoothed 
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daily data. Color prints. slides. and transparencies were produced on 
the Optronics Colorwrite system which uses data directly from the disk 
storage to produce high accuracy. high resolution images. 
3.0 Results 
3.1 Global Radiation Budget 
3.1.1 Annual 
Results presented are from the first year Nimbus 7 (N7) BRB data 
set. fra. the period November 1978 through October 1979. Faphad s in 
data processing was placed on the NFOV scanning radiometer data. to 
provide higher spatial and temp01'al resolution results. The majority of 
pa st da ta se ts wer e from WFOV instr'IUDent s. thus in 01' der to di scover 
what nn results miaht be seen in the scanner data. it was important to 
compare the N7 IFOV and NFOV sensors. 
Shown in Figure 5 are the aJlD.ual NFOV emitted flu: (IR. flu:). and· 
albedo. It is imp01'tant to note the general reciprocity of the values 
on each map. Areas where the IR. flu: is high. representing clear warm 
regions. are areas that the albedo is acc01'dingly low. The map of 
aJlD.ual Ii flu:. Figure 5a. shows high values in the subtropics off the 
west coast of continents. These are clear sky areas of supressed 
c'IUDulus convection in the downward branch of the Hadley cell. There are 
small areas where this reciprocity is not as evident. An example is the 
small albedo increase noted directly off the central west coast of South 
America. in an area dominated by statoc'IUDulus clouds. These areas are 
important due t~ the anomalies that are created in the NET radiation 
patterns. With the sens01' seeing well into the atmosphere or at the 
surface the emitting temperature is high. producing high measured values 
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of IR flux. Regions of tropical cloudiness are characterized by low Ii 
flux values caused by sensing of the cold cloud tops. These areas 
include the tropical continents of Africa. South America. and the 
'island' continent of Indonesia. Low values in the IR flux clearly show 
the location of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) in both 
Pacific and Atlantic equatorial oceans. The scanner also has the 
ability to look away fra. the sub-satellite track and sense the higher 
latitude polar resions. Thus the effect of slacier covered Greenland's 
colder eaittins teaperature is seen. In Figure 5b the corresponding 
hilh albedo areas with low IR flux can be noted. Greenland's albedo of 
74~ is highly anomalous to other values at that latitude. The low 
albedo areas off the west coast· of continents and of the Mediterranean 
Sea are clearly seen. The high albedo regions of tropical convection 
over the continents and the ITCZ. as well as the high values of the 
Sahara caused by large surface reflectivity are shown. The ana.alous 
hiSh albedo (47~) over the Tibet plateau matches with low IR flux. and 
is due to the snow covered and barren sround of this high elevation 
source. The most striking feature of both maps is the strength of the 
meridional gradients in the tropics. Gradients of 100 W/m2 emitted flux 
and 301 albedo are of the same magnitude as those of the Equator-Pole. 
It is no wonder that strong tropical meridianal circulations are found. 
It is often stated that albedo and IR flux are of secondary 
importance compared to the MEr radiation. This is because the NET is a 
measure of the excess or deficit enerlY that can be converted or taken 
fra. other atmopsheric and/or oceanic processes. The annual maps of NET 
radiation from both the NFOV and WFOV. Figure 6. show roughly the same 
pattern. A MEr gain is shown in the tropics and a loss above 
~igure 6a. 
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Fisure 6b. NET radiation Nimbus 7 WFOV non-scanner November 1978 - Ootober 1979. 
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approximately 300 latitude. Regions of highest gain are found in low 
laU·tude. clear sky areas. and those of greatest loss found in polar 
regions near the boundary of the summer ice melt. A major anomalous 
feature is shown in the Figure 6b. the three wave pattern in the 
southern hemisphere oaused by the deoreased values over the oontinents 
and the west ooast statooumu1us (Vonder Haar. 1981). It is believed 
synoptio systems follow these radiation contours. and work is presently 
underway to validate this hypothesis. In Figure 6a more meridiana1 
feature. are noted. The.e include the MEr gain over the Mediterranean 
Sea. and the NBT 10 •• over the Tibet plateau. Saudi Arabia. and North 
Africa. The latitudinal extent of the MEr gain area varies widely with 
longitude. Between 200 west and 4,0 east longitude. NET loss occursas 
far .outh a. l,onorth. This large tropios-subtropios gradient i. 
evidence of a strong Hadley oirculation, where in the downward branoh, 
the Sahara desert has been formed. Here the NET loss is balanced by the 
large soa1e subsidenoe. thus creating positive feedback for dry 
conditions (Charney. 1975). 
In the previous annual averages the NFOV data showed distinot 
differences from the WFOV. In an attempt to point out measurement 
differences from the WFOV and NFOV instruments. subtractions between 
ooinoident fields were performed. Figure 7a. the differenoe in emitted 
flux. shows clearly lower values in the tropios in areas of continental 
and oceanic.ITCZ cODVeotion. Areas which show higher IR flux values 
from the scanner ino1ude. the clear ocean regions off the western coasts 
off oontinents. and desert region~. Figure 7b. the difference in 
'albedo. sho,rs hilher values from the scanner in the same regions where 
lower scanner IR flux was seen. In the polar regions. the scanner data 
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Figure 7b. Albedo differenoe WFOV versus NFOV. Shaded regions are NFOV greater by more than 6~. 
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shows Greenland to have a much higher albedo than shown in the WFOV. 
Also the mid-Northern Pacific shows higher NFOV albedo. believed from 
synoptic systems that are common to this area. As was shown in Figare 
6. the WFOV NET radiation in the tropical oceans is greater then fra. 
the scanning data by approximately 10 w/m2. Using Figure 7. it is easy 
to deduoe whioh caaponent of the radiation balance acoounts for this 
difference. In the IR flux difference map the WPOV is greater by 10-20 
W/m2. opposite to the effect needed. Consistent with a lower NPOV IR 
flux. is a higher NPOV albedo of between 5-101. With an average 
inoident radiation of 415 W/~ this aaounts to 20-40 '1m2 lower NPOV 
NET. Thus it is the large differenoes in albedo. espeoially in the 
areas of tropioal conveotion that acoounts for the NET difference 
between the sensors. This again is an exaaple of the differences in the 
absolute value of the paraaeters that could be caused by the different 
methods of data processing. On the global scale the scanners HEr for 
the year was only a few W/m2 fra. balance, while the WPOV instruments 
showed a much higher residual as a result of it's lower albedo. 
The annual day-night differenoe variation in the IR flux is shown 
in Figure 8. This was calculated by differencing the day (ascending 
node), and night (decending node) annual IR flux fra. the scanner. 
Areas of greater daytime flux (positive values) inolude primarily the 
continental land masses. This is due to daytime heating of the land 
surfaoe, and cooler radiative temperatures at night. Any ~aytime 
cloudiness maximum that could cause higher nightime omission is 
overshadowed by the daytime heating effect. Over the oceans, the 
patterns are not as well defined. In the subtropical regions off the 
west coast of continents (predominately clear regions), higher daytime 
<::: -~ 0...... L 
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values are shown. In the midlatitudes oceans a nightime maximum flux 
suggests a daytime cloudiness maximum and nighttime heat fluX from tho 
ocean. In the Pacific ITCZ. higher emission is shown at night. contrary 
to previous results which showed a tropical nightime cloudiness maximum. 
A night maximua also occu. off the immediate west coast of Africa. 
India. and the north coast of South America but for a different reason. 
The tropical continents have a daytime cumulus convection maximum, thus 
producinl hilh cirrus olouds that propolate in the tropical easterlies 
over these oceanic areas. This decreases the daytime emitted radiance 
of these relions. Off the coast of India. the lower daytime valus 
might be caused by the three months of monsoon cloudiness present over 
the ocean and an a •• ociated daytime cloud maximua. 
For the NFOV EBB parameters albedo, NET, and 1R flu, Ilobal mapa 
of annual ranse were produced from the monthly averases. Few distinc"t 
patterns can be seen in Fisue 9. the ranse of the albedo. The most 
strikinl featues include the high variation at the north and south 
la titudes of the polar night terminator. and the hilh values that follow 
the A.ian ITCZ and the South Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ). Here 
annual variation of 30-40-. in the albedo results frOID the movement of 
these zones throughout the year. Fisure 10. the III flux yearly ranse. 
also shows high variability in these areas. High values aro also seon 
on the continents due to the larse component of incident radiation in 
the summer months and warmer continentd temperatues. In the NET ranse 
map. Fisue 11. major differences between the two hemispheres can be 
seen. the tropical area 10~ - 100 S. shows little yearly variation due 
to the small variation in the annual incident radiation. Indeed the 
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Figure 11. Annual Range of Net Radiation' 
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totally dependent on the seasonal incident radiation changes, thus the 
NET range increases with increasing latitude in both hemispheres. The 
oceanic areas show the highest annual NET range ,because over the 
continents the sumaer cumulus convection reflects a portion of the 
increased incident. This effect is the cause for the Southern 
Hemisphere to show much higher values due to a smaller percentage of 
land area then the Northern Hemisphere. The polar regions vary little 
compared with their variation in incident radiation. This is due to 
their high albedo surface which reflects the major part of the incaaing 
radiation. 
Global annual averages wero caaputed for oach EBB paraaetor by 
combining the aonthly avoragos fro. oach of tho 12 aonths. Each monthly 
valuo as well as the annual avorago for tho major paraaetors aro givon 
in Table 5. Of special note is the 3~ difforonco in albodo betwoon tho 
WFOV and NFOV instruaents. This would account for tho difference seen 
in tho NET radiation botween the sonsors. as a 3~ difference would 
amount to 10-15 W/ril change. The 3.5 W/ril deficit for the annual NFOV 
NET is well within the instrument accuracy. It has been suggested that 
t.he 3'i albedo difference in the sensors has coae about primarily through 
bias in the scanning radioaeter data processing (Vemury, 1983). As this 
might be confiraed by future error analysis at NASA-Goddard. the 3 .. 
difference should not be as.umed absolute. Table 6 compar~s some 
calculated values from N7 with that of previous work. 
Table 5 
Monthly and Global Barth Radiation a.d.et Av.r •••• 
N D 1 F II A II J 1 A S 0 Av •• 
Alb.do N. B ... i •• 312 302 302 311 314 320 322 316 308 295 286 289 306 
nov (UI0) S. B ... ia. 324 321 313 303 295 284 277 266 270 275 290 310 294 
.2-4". Global 320 315 no 306 304 305 307 301 296 287 288 301 303 
NET N. B ... ia. -61.6 -68.1 -58.0 -29.4 8.2 44.5 65.5 74.6 68.3 50.3 20.3 -18.6 8.0 
RadiaUo! S. B.mi •• 83.9 99. 95.1 67.8 26.3 -22.3 -58.1 -73.8 -68. -38.7 4.5 47.3 13.6 .p. 
WFOV W!m Global 11.2 15.4 18.5 111.2 11.2 11.1 3.7 .4 .1 5.8 12.4 14.3 10.8 N 
IR Flux 2 N. B ... i •• 224 224 225 229 228 232 236 239 243 242 239 233 233 
NFOV W! .. S. Bomie. 236 234 236 232 232 231 230 232 231 231 230 232 232 
AN+DN Global 230 229 231 231 230 232 231 236 237 237 235 233 233 
Albodo N. Bomb. 339 327 317 330 334 350 348 348 349 327 315 321 334 
NFOV S. Bomia. 342 343 333 339 325 304 311 305 314 306 318 332 323 
(1bnO) Global 341 338 328 335 329 331 335 335 338 319 316 327 331 
NET N. Boia. -12.8 -79.3 -75.3 -44.3 -1.1 36.0 55.0 62.5 51.2 36.0 5.4 -34.2 -5.1 
RadiaUo! S. Bomil. 75.6 87.6 84.9 52.4 9.4 -45.8 -76. -91.2 -85.3 -54.4 -12. 32.S -1.9 
NFOV W! .. Global 1.4 4.1 4.8 4.1 4.1 -4.9 -10.5 -14.4 -17.1 -9.2 -3.3 -.8 -3.S 
IR Flux 2 N. Homil. 220 218 217 218 221 22S 230. 235 239 237 233 226 227 
WFOV W!. S. Bomi •• 230 228 229 227 226 223 222 224 223 224 223 225 225 
AN+DN Global 225 223 223 223 223 224 226 229 231 231 228 225 226 
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Table 6 
Coaparison of N7 EBB with previous results 
Northern Southern 
Heaisphere Heaisphere Global 
ALB IRF NET ALB IRF NET ALB IRF NET 
(ft) (W,;;) (W,.l-) (ft) (W,.l-) (W,.l-) (ft) (W,.l-) (W'~) 
Nimbus 7 33.4 233 -5.1 32.3 232 -1.9 3 .. 1 233 -3.5 
Scanning 
1 I Radioaeter I 
Raschke rl ., 241 -1.4 rl •o 240 7.0 128•4 241 2.8 et al. I 




233 5.1 129.7 235 
I 
Stephans, 7.2 130•2 234 6.2 
Ca.pbell. I I I 
Vonder Haar I I (1981) 
3 .. 1.2 Ionthly 
When coaparing the yearly albedo cycle fro. the scanner and no.-
scanner, the 3ft difference for the annual aean certainly does not 
account for all the variations seen. Figure 12 contains plots of data 
fro. the NFOV and WFOV instruaents for the global, Northern Heaisphere 
and Southern H~isphere albedo. It aight be expected that the yearly 
cycle would be rather unifoEa due to the importance of the seasonal 
changes, but exaaination of the NPOV global plots shows the annual cycle 
is not well defined. For the Northern Heaisphere ainiauas are found in 
1anuary and Septeaber, with aaximums in April and 1uly. For the WFOV a 
aore seasonal cycle is evident in the global plot. with the exception of 
April and May where the values seea higher then expected. The reason 
for this anoaaly is not apparent in either of t~e heaisphe~ic plots, but 
is caused by a coabina tionof changes in snow-ice cover and illumination 
of ~he high albedo polar regions (Vonder Haar, 1981). The large 
NFOV NFOV NFOV 
GLOBAL N. HEMISPHERE 342L '" S HEMISPHERE 
3381- , A 3481- I'..~ 336 
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o 306t ~ 
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Figure 12. NFOV and WFOV albedo annual oyolea. 
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differences in the global annual cycle of albedo between the WFOV and 
-NFOV should be of some concern. the NFOV has much larger relative 
values from May through July that could be caused by the following 
problems. First the north.rn hemisphere (NS) alb.do shows this .... 
larg.r r.lativ. values. Daring the months of May and Jun. solar 
radiation is becomming incid.nt at a much high.r z.nith angle on the NB 
high altitude zones. Errors in the NFOV alb.do data proc.ssing that may 
ocour at hilh viewing &ngles similar to wh. t may have c.us.d the 311 
diff.r.no. in Ilobal .lb.do. may .lso b. causing this diff.r.nc •• 
S.oond. the south.rn hemisph.r. NFOV July .lb.do incr •• s.s while the 
WFOV decr •••• s. Daring this lIonth. on. more zone was .dded to the SH 
.v.r.g.. thi. zone was .t • high l.titud •• having. high .lb.do •• nd 
wan.'t included in the IFOV data. Third. the diff.rence in the albedo 
frca the two s.nsors for th.se months .. ount to only around:5. this 
.lb.do diff.r.nc. is l.ss th.n the av.rage differeno. and could b. 
induc.d • .",h.re in the NFOV or WPOV data proo.ssing. ther. are 
probably many other possible sourc.s for .rror not disoov.red y.t. and 
these r •• ults should be u.ed with this in mind. 
Figur. 13 shows the cycles of average monthly m. flux. Here the 
annual cycle. are muoh better defined. e.pecially in the global and 
Northern Hemispher. plot.. A plot of the data after removal of the 
first ha~onic is also presented. and evidence of a second ha~onic can 
be seen. this is believ.d a r.sult of the two p.riod oycle of incident 
radiation in the tropics. As might be expected a second ha~onic is 
.lso seen in the NET radiation plot. Figure 14. but the annual cycle of 
incident radiation is clearly the major contri~utor. By ex .. ining the 
hemispheric graphs with the first h~onic removed it is easily seen 
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Figure 15. Nimbus 7 scanning radiometer cycles compared with Ellis. et at. 
(1978) • 
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that all of the g~obal variation outside of the seasonal cycle is caused 
by variations in the Nothern Hemisphere. This is due to the continental 
effects that are not present in the Southern H_isphere and to moveaents 
of tho ITCZ in the Northern Hemisphero. Vondor Haar and Bllis (1977) 
showed that over half the amplitude of the annual NB'l' cycle is induced 
throu.gh changes in Barth-sun distance. 
A comparison of data cycles fra. Bllis et ale (1978) and that fro. 
the N7 scanaer is showa,in Figure 15. ne N7 plot of III flux does not 
show as wide a yearly variation as those fra. Ellis. The graph of 
albO-do shows hiper rolativo values in Jlay throulh luly fro. tho NFOV 
soanner. The Ell is oyol es, which are a comb ina tion of over 29 months of 
BRB data, show nearly the s .. e aDD.1I.&1 pattern as does the DOV. This 
would tend to substantiate tho IFOV albedo cycle rather than the NFOV. 
The cycles of net radia tion show this albedo effeot with lower N7 NET 
values after April. 
3.2 Zonal Radiation Badset 
3.2.1 Auual 
This seotion will pre.ent re.ult. frOB zonal °averaged (ZA) 
quantities, the nezt step in the progression toward higher spacial 
scales. Zonal averages of the range maps (Figures 9-11) were compu.ted 
and latitudinal plots of those valu.es are showa in Figures 16-18. The 
data values are a measure of the annual variability of the specific 
latitude zone. Figure 16 shows that the scanning radiometers sense 
higher albedo zonal variation at the Northern Bemisphere (NB) seasonal 
polar night terminator, at the subtropical boundary oof synoptic syst_s 
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location. Zones of smaller variation include the dry subtropical areas 
which consist primarily of continental deserts in the NB, and oceanic 
areas in the Southern Hemisphere (SH). These features are easily 
recognizable in the NPOV data, but are not as apparent in that fro. the 
lower resolution WFOV instr1lJllent. In Figure 17. the ZA range of m 
flux. an obvious hemispheric difference shows the SH zones to have much 
less variation than the NB. In the SH there is a greater percentage of 
ocoan area which acts to ablorb ozcoss radiation and keop the surfaco 
t_peraturo and II flux variation low. Compared to the NFOV. the WFOV 
graph showl lower variability in the polar regions and near the b01Ul.dary 
of the ITCZ. The NFOV graph shows high~r latitudinal variation in the 
NB with an alternatin.g pattern of high and low variation. Caulel of 
this pattern, their location, and tho rolative variation are: 
equatorial constant cloudinesl (00 low). changing ITCZ (90 high), 
subtropical deserts (220 low). continental heating (360 high). and 
finally the sealonal ico-lino (680 high). Tho ZA range of NET 
radiation. Figure 18. clearly shows the effect of the changing incident 
radiation in the mid-latitudes and the low variability of the tropics. 
The polar rogionl. especialy tho south polo. show much lower values than 
the mid-latitudes. this is bocaulo the NET radiation for these regions 
is not calculated for the winter months that have zero incident 
. radia tion. In the slDlllller months. the incident increases is mazimUDl but 
still isn't al large. dne to high zonith angle as tho incident in the 
mid-latitudes. Of the s1Ulllller incident that is available. the majority 
is reflected by the hfgh albedo snow and ice surface. 
In order to find areas wi thin a zone that differ fro. the zonal 
averago. Figures 19 and 20 were created. These maps. labelled 
-3 
Figure 19. Albedo NFOV difference from. the Zonal Mean November 1978- October 1979 (w/m2) 
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Difference from the Zonal Mean (DZM). show how each point differs from 
the zonal average •. Figure 19 shows what extreme albedo variability is 
pr e sent wi thin each la ti tude zone, wi th the continent s having hi per 
values while the ocean surfaces show lower. There are exceptions where 
oceanic areas are higher than their ZA: the island continent of 
Indonesia, the South Pacific Convergence Zone, and the Pacific ITCZ west 
of South America. Figure 20, the DZX of the NFOV NET radia tion again 
shows the larse land-oceaa sradients and the lower values over the 
cooler oceans. Note the extremely low values over Saudi Arabia and the 
Sahara which show how anomalous these areas are in the NET ra4iation 
budget. These figures show how highly variable individual areas are 
within the ZA, and what large lIIeridianal sradients are present. Vonder 
Uaar (1972) produoed the DZX map of the NET radiation for 17 seasons, 
definins lIIauy of the same areas'as in Figure 20 but with much poorer 
resolution. The N7 scanner data shows these areas to be much larger and 
have sreater deviation values. 
The latitudinal distribution of the NET radiative balance. albedo, 
and emitted lonswave radiation are shown in the zonal radiation budset 
graphs, Fisures 21-22. Annual .profiles from both the NFOV and WFOV show 
some hemispheric symmetry. with the exceptions being the two polar 
resions and the displaced local minimums of IR flux and NET radiation at 
10~. Scanning radiometer lIIeasurements at 100 show differences in the 
albedo of "S-10111. II. flux of -35 '1/'142 • and NET of -20 '1/1112 from 
subtropical values. These anomalies are due to averaSe rrcz cloudiness 
which has an averased position of·S~. The high .. ission and lower 
albedo zones at 25 latitude are evidence of the subtropical dry zones in 
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Figure 22. Seasonal zonal averaged WFOV, NFOV albedo, emitted flux, NET radiation. 
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Figure 23. NPOV versus WFOV difference of zonal averaged albedo and 
emitted flux. . 
60 
areas and the ITCZ are much greater from the scanning radiometers than 
in the WFOV data or previous WFOV results. Figure 22, the prime 
seasonal results, shows that the location of the ITCZ follows the 
maximum incident radiation, shifting into the summer hemisphere. The 
seasonal maximums of NET radiation are shown dependent on this same 
cycle. In December. lanuary, and February the SH has a net gain of near 
80 w/m2 while the NH average loss is over SO W/m2. 
A graphical representation of the scanner versus non-scanner data, 
Figure 23. is proof of the scanners advantage in sensing important high 
resolution features of the general circulation. The difference of the 
NFOV and WFOV albedo and IR flux zonal averages ar~ plotted after 
shifting the ordinate scales in order to zero the average difference of 
the values. The scanner senses higher albedo in the location of the 
ITCZ cumulus convection. mid-latitude ~optic clouds. and at the 
latitude of the seasonal ice-line with lower albedo shown in the 
subtropics and over polar regions. The IR flux difference is almost the 
reciprocal of the albedo. showing higher emitted flux in the subtropics 
and lower in areas of cloudiness. Radiation budget gradients frOB the. 
scanner radiometers between the subtropics and the ITCZ are 20 W/m2 
greater for IR flux and over S~ larger for albedo. Higher gradients in 
these areas must be taken into account when modeling atmospheric 
energetics and validating global climate models. 
3.2.2 Monthly 
Time series of the zonal averaged NFOV EBB parameters. created frOB 
the monthly data are presented in Figure 24-26. In December, lanuary 
and Pebruary when the ITCZ is positioned in the SR. there is a broad 
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Figure 26. Zonal average NET radiation time series. 










area of increased equatorial albedo suggesting an ITCZ that is not as 
intense. In June. July and August. smaller latitudinal extent of the 
ITCZ is seen due to a stronger. more active NO ITCZ~ Figure 2S. the :m. 
flux time series, clearly shows the seasonal movement of the ITCZ 
border.d by the clear sky, high.r emitting subtropical zones. the 
asymm.try b.tween hemisph.res is shown in Figure 26. wher. a much high.r 
NET radiation is found in the Southern Hemispher.' s summ.r than in the 
NB. Incr •••• d cloud cov.r over the NB summ.r contin.nts may c.u.e 
r.fl.ction of .n.rgy that in the SB i. includ.d •• higher NET. 
3.2.3 D.ily 
th. N1 scanain, radiometer .llow. u. to .xamine high r •• olution, 
d.ily broadband .arth radi.tion budg.t data for the first ·tim.. On. of 
the mo.t inter •• ting d.y-to-day chang.s occurs wh.n the wint.r NB wave 
a.plitud. incr •• s •• resulting in a blocking situation. Th.r. w.r. 
s.v.r.l of th.s. ev.nts during the winter of 1979. the most p.rsi.tent 
of which occurr.d during the w •• k of March 20-27. During this tim. the 
SOO mh p.ttern show.d highly nOD-zonal flow resulting in steep ridg.s 
.nd de.p troughs around the glob.. On. w.ek earlier on March 13. w. 
w.r. in a regime of low w.ve number and highly zonaly flow. Figur.s 
28-30 pres.nt the NO zon.l radiation budg.ts for March 13th (zonal 
case), and for March 21st (blocking case). Figur. 27. the zonal :m. 
flux, show. the .ffect of the blocking situation on the emitted flux. 
In the mid-l.titude. there is lower exist.nce betwe.n 270 and 410 and 
higher between 41 0 and 680 • This is due to the incre.sed transport of 
colder air south and warmer air north, decreasing the gradient 
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Figure 27. Northern Hemisphere zonal average NFOV emitted flux for blocking 

















Figure 29. Same as Figure 27 except for NET radiation. 
67 
to increase between 310 and 41°. and decrease above 41°. This change in 
albedo is another factor involved in the changes of IR flux. The 
greatest f1uzuation in emitted radiation occurs between 450 and 550• 
where more than a 15 ..,/m2 change is seen. Over these same zones the 
albedo correspondingly changes 3-41. The most interesting effect of the 
mid-1a titude blocking occurs in the tropics and subtropics. Here the 
emitted gradient decreases by 34 .. (18 "'/m2 ) and the albedo gradient by 
40. (41). This suggests that intensity changes in the Hadley 
oiroulation oould be oaused by. or be the cause of mid-latitude changes 
in wave amplitude. The zonal average of NET radiation. Figure 29. is 
remarkably constant. showing only minor variation at 90 and 400 • .The 
average differenoe of 9 W/~ is typical of the change ezpected in the 
annual cyo1e for ODO week. Future studies will discover what effect the 
looa1ized radia tion budget has in the ini tia tion and break down of these 
blocking situations. It seems apparant that if the case studied is 
typical. the b100king patterns e%ert no major impact on the general 
zonal gradient of energy e%change between earth and space. 
3.3 Keliona1 and Local ERR Studies 
3.3.1 Monthly 
The Nimbus 7 scanning radiometer measures broadband radiation at 
150 km resolution (mapped into 500 km areas). thus allOWing regional and 
synoptic scale BIB studies. Climatologists have often e%amined small 
regional areas that show large ERB variability for the first signs of 
climate change. These include the seasonal polar ice-line. and tropical 
areas that have important energy ~ansports. In this section the annual 
cycles of areas with high seasonal NFOV BIB variation will be presented. 
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Areas for study were choosen from Figure 9-11. the annual NFOV 
range maps. The annual ERR cycle for 20 areas were examined. but it was 
decided that only six areas were needed as a representative sample of 
the different causes of high ERR variation. These regions. their 
latitude-longitude boundaries. and their EBB parameter annual range are 
listed in Table 7. 
Table 7 
Selected Regions of Abno~l Annual EBB Variability 
ALB mF NET INCIDENT 
Tibet Plateau 31.,o-40.'~ 9.6" 55'1'';' 131W,';' 290'1/';' 
800-10,oE 
Sahara Desert 180-31.5~ 6.0 47 106 183 
10o.,-31.,oE 
Equatorial Atlantic 13.'~4.'oS 7.1 20 34 44 
40.,°_13.'0., 
Pacific Ocean off 90-220S 16.1 10 182 170 
West Coast of South 105°-850., 
America 
South Pacific from 36°-49.,°8 17.S 22 274 384 
Australia-New Zealand 1560E-168OW 
Bay of Bengal 90-18~ 34.3 120 91 103 
900-990 E 
Comparisons with the WPOV data are presented for two of the areas where 
specific differences in the measurements are seen as important to 
understanding the Elm changes. The six areas vary in size. and usually 
the larger the area. the closer the WFOV compares to the NFOV. Although 
most of the areas show regular annual cycles. some have distinct 
variations that make them unique. In one case the first ha%monic 
(annual, of ather cycle) was removed from the data in order to point out 
these variations. 
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Figure 30-35 show the annual cycles for each area plotted over 
consistent ordinate values so that the relative change between areas can 
be noted. The continents show very little change in the NET radiation 
because they have high emittance during periods of high incident 
radiation. The oceanic areas with their large change in cloudiness 
uaually show the greatest variation in the ERB outside of the 
continental ice-line albedo changes, and thus four out of the six 
regions are oceanic. The two land areas are unique only due to their 
relative stability in one or more of the BIB components. 
The ERB of the first continental area, the Tibet Plateau, is 
presented in Figure 30. This region is high ~n elevation. cutoff from 
moisture sources. conaisting primarily of barren ground or snow cover. 
It is characterized by low variation in the albedo (less than 101), dae 
to snow cover in winter and c1Ullulus ac tivi ty in summer. Thi s ar aa al so 
shows low variation of IR flux (55 W,uf.). eombine this with a high 
annual change in Incident (290 W'm2). and the NET variability is then. 
over 130 '1'm2 • The other continent areas at this latitude show IllUch 
greater variation of albedo due to winter snow versus spring and summer 
growth. Asian continental areas show albedo changes of over 1,. and the 
Western U.S. of near 25~. 
The other anomalous land area is the Sahara desert, Figure 31. 
With little change in the annual cloud cover, the albedo variation of ~ 
is the lowest of all the areas presented. The IR flux variation 
reflects the constant annual temperature and is also very low at 47 
,'m2 • The non-scanning WFOV data is also included to point out an 
interesting difference in the emitted flux cycles. In March, equatorial 
cloudiness impinged on the southern part of the region. The scanning 
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180t 200 ~ -100 
'
80t -150 120 , 
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/ 
Filure 30. ERB annual cycles Tibet plateau. 
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Figure 31. EBB NFOV. WFOV annual cycles Sahara Desert 
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radiometer was able to sense this smaller scale change as well as the 
higher gradient that this produced. Throughout thi~ paper this NFOV 
ability to sense saaller scale features has been noted, but it is the 
ability to sense the larger gradients produced between cloud and cloud-
free regions tha makes the scanner's results important. We are then 
able to distinguish between adjacent areas that have distinctly 
different EBB characteristics. The Sahara is exceptionally unifo~ for 
such a larle continental area, thus the overall WFOV cycles are not 
unlike that from the NFOV. 
The oceanic areas include saaples from equatorial, subtropical. and 
mid-latitude locations. Figure 32 shows the radiation budlet of the 
equatorial Atlantic ocean. With annual variation in the albedo of TI. 
the II flux of 20 w/m2 and NET of only 34 W/m2. this is the most stable 
location that is found auywhere on earth. There is little change in 
cloudiness due to the constant location of the rrCZ,and the ocean and 
air temperature reaain almost unchanged throughout tho year. The whole 
change in the NET may be caused by the very small Incident cycle which 
varies only 44 w/m2 annually. The two period cycle characteristic of 
the tropics can be seen in all the radiation budget cycles. Pacific 
ITCZ locations show similar patterns. but equatorial Indian Ocean areas 
do not. The cross equatorial flows that develop here during the monsoon 
months shift the location of the ITCZ well away from the equator. 
Off the west coast of South America between gO and 220 S. strong 
cold water upwelling is found. This is caused by divergence away from 
the coast of surface water in the Peru current. This colder ocean water 
and subtrop~cal subsidence keeps this area. as well as most subtropical 
areas off the west coast of continents, cumulus convection free. 
EQUATORIAL ATLANTIC OCEAN 
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Figure 32. NFOV BBB oyoles for Bquatorial Atlantio Ooean. 
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Present are const.nt low stratocumulus that emit at near surface 
temperature. thus even when the statocumulus clouds dissipate. changing 
the albedo. the m. flux shows very little variation. This is shown by 
the radiation budget of the area off South America. Figure 33. the 
albedo shows an annual change of 16 ... but the change in the m. flux of 
only 10 ""m2 is the lowest annual variation found. The NET actually 
varies by more than the incident radiation due to the effect of the 
albedo chanse. The III fluz shows random varia tion throughout the year. 
but the aaplitude is so small aBysurface temperature variation fraa 
changes in the cold upwellins or cloud cover could be the cause. 
Moving further fraa the equator we find the resions of muiJll1Ull 
variation in the NET radiation. These are oceanic areas roughly at 40-
450 latitude off the east coast of continents. These show very low 
variation in albedo duo to the lack of summer convection. The area 
presented in Figure 34 is from the east coast of Australia to New 
Zealand. A chanle of 17. is found in the albedo with the m. flux 
variation of only 22 ..".2. This area. as well as all at this latitude, 
have a high variation of incident radiation (384 ..".2), and with small 
changes in the albedo and III flux the NET variation is accordingly high 
at 274 ..".2. Northern Hemisphere oceans have a higher variation in the 
e.itted flux, because in summer continental heating effects cause warmer 
zonal air temperatures. Higher emitted fluz occurs during the time of 
mazimum incident radiation thus decreasing the .azimum in the NET 
rsdiation. ERB data with the first harmonic removed ·is plotted to show 
what variations are apparent outisde of the annual cycle. The decreases 
of albedo in 1anuary. and April, as well as the increase in m. fluz in 
·these months stand out as the dominate anomalous features. 
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Figure 33. NFOV EBB cyoles for Paoific Ooean off the West Coast of South Amerioa. 
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Fi&ure 34. NFOV EBB cycle. for the South Pacific between New Zealand and Au.tralia. 
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The last of the six areas shows some of the most unique ERB changes 
f01lD.d anywhere. The Bay of Bengal. Figure 35. shows what changes an 
area 1ID.der monsoon influence can exhibit. and is an excellent example of 
an area totally dominated by cloud effects. there are many WFOV versus 
NFOV differenoes therefore the nov data is also presented. In Hay at 
the onset of the monsoon. the albedo increases dramatically and the III 
flux drops. The NFOV shows a l8.oft albedo rise while the WFOV shows 
only 4.2". and the NFOV III flux accordingly drops by 58 WI";' compa~ed to 
21 '11m2 • Theae differenoes cause a reversal in sip of the NET 
radiation ohanse for the month. The NFOV NET decreases 26 '11m2 while 
the WFOV inoreases by 4.1 WI';'. DarinS this month the Burma monsoon has 
taken effeot causing only saall convection and as yet not any major 
tropioal stoms as are foad in mid-summer. Due to these large NFOV. 
WFOV differenoes. future studies will attempt to find out if variations 
in certain cloud type or amoUnt could be the cause. This area actually 
shows moderate annual change in NET radiation. but due to monsoon 
oloudiness the albedo varies by 34 .. and the III flux by 120 VI/m2 • These 
are the hipest variations that were f01lD.d anywhere in the tropics. The 
annual cycle of incident radia tion is plotted wi th the NFOV NET in order 
to show the moderating influence in the summer and fall months caused by 
the monsoon cloudiness. 
3.3.2 Daily 
The scanning radiometer has a much improved data population due to 
its a~ility to sense areas away fraa the sub-satellite point. For most 
days the entire earth is sampled. with as many as 10-15 observations per 
data point. This makes possible daily output fields of the broadband 
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Figure 35. NFOV. WFOV EBB oyole. for the Bay of Bengal. 
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earth radiation budget measurements. In this section. three distinctly 
different daily situations "i11 be presented. These include a synoptic 
cyclone systea in the North Pacific. the blocking situation of March 21 
mentioned earlier. and a look at two hurricanes and the anomalies they 
created in the EBB. 
During the second week of February, a strong cut-off low pressure 
area fozmed in the Gulf of Alaska. Figure 36 shows the 700 mb field 
during this time. 
Figure 36. Average weekly 700 mb field, February 6-10. 1979. 
By February 10th. the primary surface front associated with this system 
had come onshore in Oregon and Washington, but the upper air low 
remained statioBa~. A second short wave progressed down into the 
trough forming a second surface cyclone. On the GOES-W satellite image 
for February 10th. Figure 37. the cyclone is easily seen. as well as the 
broken clouds in the area of the cut-off Low. ERB data from this day 
and time are p~esented in Figures 38 and 39. The effect of the cyclone 
cloudiness can be seen as an increased albedo and strongly d~prelsed IR 
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Figure 38. NFOV albedo February 10, 1979 ( %) 
Figure 39. NFOV emitted flux February 10,1979 (w/m2) 
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flux. It is important to note what ~ffect this mi-d-Iatitude system has 
on the subtropics. Radiation anomalies trail to the southwest of the 
synoptic system intersecting with the tropical ITCZ. this is believed 
caused by the subtropical jet being directed into the developing surface 
cyclone. One other interesting note. the extremely zonal albedo values 
across the U.S. located at approximately 35~ are a result of the 
southern bounc1ry of the snow and ice line. 
the average weekly 700 mb field for March 20-24 is shown in Figure 
40. March 21 of thb week is the day used in the blocking flow ver.u. 
zonal flow comparison .hown in Figures 27-29. 
Figure 40. Average weekly 700 lib field. March 20-24. 1979. 
For this day there are ridges off the immediate west coast of the U.S. 
and on the east coast, with major troughs in the central Pacific and 
central U.S. this .ituation of deep troughs and steep ridges is called 
a blocking pattern due to its ability to stop the westerly progression 
of surface systems. the anomalies created in the EBB for March 21st are 
shown in Figures 41-43. In the map of emitted flux. much higher values 
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Figure 41. NFOV albedo Mar~h 21,1979. ("$:) 
Figure 42. NFOV emitted flux March 21,1979 (w/m2) 
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Figure 43. NET radiation March 21, 1979. 
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are found in the ridges and also in the center of the cut-off mid-
Pacific Low. These values clearly indicate the clearer, warmer weather 
that is associated with major ridges. A synoptic cold front is stacked 
up against the west side of the Pacific ridge showing higher albedo 
values and lower IR flu. It is the southwest warm flow that precedes 
this front that helps build and maintain the ridge. tWo areas of low IR 
flu are present in the central U.S •• one centered over the Rocky 
Xountains due to snow cover. and the other from cumulus convection near 
the Gulf of .%ioo. The NET radia iion for this day. Figve 43. shows a 
very lar,e svplus in the area of the Pacific cut-off Low. but otherwise 
we see little of the variabili~ shown in the albedo and IR flu% maps. 
'lb.e last of the daily cases oocuz's on Septaber 2 in the Caribbean 
Sea~ O:a. this day two atUZ'. hu:rrica:a.e •• Frederic and David can be 
looa ted by their assooiated IR flu miniDl1UBs .hown in Figve 44. David 
is looated off the southeast coast of Florida. and Frederic is still 
east of the Lesser Antilles. David continued north making landfall in 
oentral Florida then progressed into the eastern seaboard states. 
Frederio moved west along Cuba. intersecting the U.S. coast in Alabama 
and Mississippi. 'lb.e high IR flu north of South America indicates a 
clear region between the two storms. The area of miniDl1UB aission off 
the coast of Louisana is caused by large thunderstorms which are 
enhanced from the Gulf moistve. These featves are easily identified 
in the 1400Z GOES-E image. Figve 45. 'lb.e albedo anomalies caused by 
the hvricanes are shown in Figure 46. where values of over 6011 are 
measured northeast of the hvricane centers. The NET radiation map is 
not included. but the clear ocean areas show a net-gain of 60-120 W/m2, 
whereas over the hvricanes a NET loss occurs a greater than 15 WI';. 
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To discover if any diurnal changes in the h~ricanes could be 
detected~ the daytt.e (ascending node-AN) data was differenced with the 
nightt.e (descending node-DN) data (Figure 47). The DN pass was 12 
hours before the AN pass due to the recording of the data on GYr. Near 
the hurricane locations the night emissions were measured as much 
higher. This 'was originally thought due to a daytt.e mazimum in 
cloudiness. but actually it is the movement of the hurricanes that 
brinls about this difference. The nishtt.e mazimum occurs along the 
stOEa track but out in front of the actual hurricane position. These 
areas have clear skies for hiSh nishtime eaission. but during the day 
the hurricane has moved into the area. thus causins the areas to have a 
mach lower eaittins teaperature. Thus. the values shown in the 
hurricane locations are actually the chanse in e.itted flux between 
clear skies &ad that over the hurricanes. FollowinS the hurricanes in 
Lasransian fashion showed 10-20 W/~ less emitted flux during the day. 
This could be caused by a daytime cloudiness mazimua or since the night 
.easure.ent was 12 hours before the day. natural intensification over 
the period. The other predo.inate diurnal feature is the large daytime 
mazimum over the central U.S. caused by nocturnal thunderstor.BS in a 
severe .eather outbreak. The line of thunderstoEa are easily seen in 
Figure 48 the GOES-S IR image for 0600 Z. 
These are just three of many different daily situations that could 
be studied with the scanning radiometer data. It is over this regional 
scale that results from this instrument c~n be put to the greatest use. 
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4.0 Conclusions 
Different teaporal and spacial scale Earth Radiation Budget (EBB) 
results frOB the Nimbus 7 EBB instrument have been presented. The 
satellite produced measureaents fro. two different sets of instruments. 
scanning radiometers (NFOV). and fized heaispheric radiometers (WFOV). 
The scanning instrument produced higher resolution data. thus smaller 
scale EBB anomalies created by the rrcz and other general circulation 
features could be seen. The NFOV scaaner data showed higher albedo in 
the location of the tropical IrCZ. and lower albedo in the subtropics 
than the WFOV. Also seen in the NFOV data was less eaitted fluz in the 
tropics and larger eaitted flux in the subtropics. These differences 
have the effect of increasing both the albedo and emitted fluz gradients-
between these areas. 
The annual range of each NFOV EBB parameter was defined and areas 
of high and low annual variation pOinted out. High albedo variation 
areas include, areas near the polar night ter.ainator. the tropics 
effected by the Asian monsoon. and the South Pacific Convergence Zone. 
Albedo areas having small annual variation include: the Sahara desert 
and the oceanic subtropical regions off the west coast of continents. 
Areas of high emitted flux variation are found predominately in the same 
areas of high albedo variation. and due to seasonal heating effects. 
over the continents. The NET radiation variation is much more zonal 
with the tropics having little aanual change. the mid-latitudes showing 
the mazimum. and the polar regions having lower-val~es. The aanual 
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cycles of six specific areas having high ERB annual variability were 
examined and the causes for the abnor.mal variation discnssed. 
The zonal averaged annual radiation budget for both instruments was 
presented. Zonal averaged annual range of the EBB parameters was 
calculated and showed much higher variation in the northern heaisphare 
(ND). The ND EBB zonal averages were examined during different 
circulation patterns. a blocking situation. and one of zonal flow. The 
blooking case caused a decrease in the gradients of albedo and emitted 
fluz in the mid-latitudes as well as strongly decreasing (30-401) the 
gradients between the suhtropics and tropics. In the future many of 
these cases will be examined to deter.mine if this was an isolated 
eUed. 
The annual cycles of Global averaged albedo. emitted flux and NET 
radiation were inoluded~ with the albedo cyole showing great variation 
between the two instruaents. Finally broadband EBB results on the daily 
time soale were presented. where it was shown that a synoptio system 
oaused. radiation anamolies that reaohed w.ell out of the mid-latitudes. 
This was aotually a look into what work might be aocomplished in the 
future with this data set. 
There are a great number of uses for this Nimbus 7 data set tha 
were not touched on here. Many more results can be obtained from 
studying the EBB of regional scale areas. Working with the daily data 
shows promise for mauy major projects. 
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